Localization and anchorage of maternal mRNAs to cortical structures of ascidian eggs and embryos using high resolution in situ hybridization.
In several species, axis formation and tissue differentiation are the result of developmental cascades which begin with the localization and translation of key maternal mRNAs in eggs. Localization and anchoring of mRNAs to cortical structures can be observed with high sensitivity and resolution by fluorescent in situ hybridization coupled with labeling of membranes and macromolecular complexes. Oocytes and embryos of ascidians--marine chordates closely related to vertebrates--are ideal models to understand how maternal mRNAs pattern the simple ascidian tadpole. More than three dozen cortically localized maternal mRNAs have been identified in ascidian eggs. They include germ cell markers such as vasa or pem-3 and determinants of axis (pem-1), unequal cleavage (pem-1), and muscle cells (macho-1). High resolution localization of mRNAs, proteins, and lipids in whole eggs and embryos and their cortical fragments shows that maternal mRNA determinants pem-1 and macho-1 are anchored to cortical endoplasmic reticulum and segregate with it into small posterior somatic cells. In contrast, mRNAs such as vasa are associated with granular structures which are inherited by the same somatic cells plus adjacent germ cell precursors. In this chapter, we provide detailed protocols for simultaneous localization of mRNAs and proteins to determine their association with cellular structures in eggs and embryos. Using preparations of isolated cortical fragments with intact membranous structures allows unprecedented high resolution analysis and identification of cellular anchoring sites for key mRNAs. This information is necessary for understanding the mechanisms for localizing mRNAs and partitioning them into daughter cells after cleavage.